




 Assists stone maintain 
momentum

 As a result stone arrives at 
target sooner

 Amount a stone curls is 
dependent on time



 Smoothing the pebble

 Removing frost and debris

 Creating a thin film of moisture that acts as a 
lubricant



 Endurance

 Brush head speed

 Downward pressure 
on brush head

 Weight judgment

 Ability to 
communicate



 Grippers on both feet

 Inspect prior to each game

 Ensure they are in good 
condition

 Wash grippers regularly



 Hair brushes

 Clean & inspect after every shot

 Deposit loose hairs in container

 Store in cool damp location

 Synthetic

 Clean between shots

 Vacuum head to remove dust

 Wash head



 Position feet shoulder 
width apart

 Position feet parallel to 
centre line

 path of imaginary stone

 Bend knees

 Weight on balls of feet

 Heels raised slightly off ice



 Place brush handle across front of body

 Hand closest to stone is 1/3 up handle 
from brush head

 This hand is palm down

 Other hand a further 1/3 up handle

 Top hand is palm up



 Hold top part of handle 
against rib cage

 Lean forward and lift heels 
slightly off ice

 Bottom arm relatively straight



 Bend knees slightly

 Use cross country ski 
action

 Soles of feet remain in 
contact with ice at all 
times



 Lower arm applies 
pressure

 Upper arm applies small 
push / pull

 Develop a series of short 
(6”) rapid strokes



 Importance of sweeping 
on opposite sides





 Practice brushing on both sides

 Be prepared to brush from tee to tee & beyond of 
needed

 Follow all stones to conclusion

 Know what is being called

 Develop good communication

 Clean path



 Inside brusher - brush as close as possible to 
stone

 Outside brusher- close as possible to inside 
brusher

 Check brushes after each shot

 Deposit debris in container - not on ice

 Alternate vision from stone to house




